Introduction
Of paramount conoera in stochastic processes theory there is the characterization of gauseian processeβ. Speoially wide review of the results in characterizing gauesitx distribution is presented in [l] . A description of the process based on some properties of its conditional moments is the task of the present paper. Such an approach to the characterization problems has been developed in various papers, e.g. [2]- [5] · main result in that field is Levy theorem about characterization of Wiener prooess as a martingale, [2]· The work [3] contains some characterization theorems concerning diffusion processes. The papers [_4], [5] deal with the problem under assumptions very similar to those of the present paper, which in turn, appears to be a generalization of [4] and [5] .
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2. A characterization of one-dimensional gaussian process 2.1. General assumptions and the formulation of the onedimensional characterization theorem Let us consider the real stochastic process X=(X t ,t € [o.tJ) defined on a probability space (ώ,^,Ρ), about which we assume -795 - for icl,...,n-1 and for oertain <$>0·
The main result of both the works is a oharaoterisation of the prooese as a ganesian one. In the present paper we Bake it under assumptions A.1. -A.4· in some different way and then extend the result to the multi-dimensional case* At first we are going to represent sou properties of the considered process, while the proof of Theores 2.1 is put off to paragraph 2.3. 
Some properties of the prooess I Let ue consider another prooess Τ -(7t, t e [θ,Τ]), whioh is defined by
Lemma 2.1 follows easily from the definition of the process 7· We raoall the formula, proved in [4] , which is taken into account quite often below
where K^*' is the cofactor of the element k^ in the matrix o,l=1»<... f n· Two father letames hold for both the prooessee X and Y. They are immolated on)? for the X, but the only manipulation to get thsa for thu f ics -in Lemas 2*2 to change all the symbols n X n into "Y M j -in Lemma 2.3 to change the symbols "o n % "o^ into "d n ", "dj". Lemma 2.2. If A.1 -A.4 hold then (2) BX^X^ = k iá k lm + k iX kj n + k^-L for i,j,l,m-1,...,n and for any efi, r > 1 holds
Proof. The formula (2) for i»;j=l=m and for isj/lsm and the formula (3) for r « 2 are proved in [4] .
Let us consider the case i=j/l¿m¡íií then adding and subtracting the same component, at first, and next using A.2 and the following easy consequence of (1) k H XJ = ^ Χ. for any 1=3, i t j 1,...,nf 2 ) yields (4) and (5) for the process Y.
Next lemma shows, in certain degree, the role the process Y is to play in determining the distribution of the X. -799 -
Proof.
Taking into account the definition of the Τ it ie obvious that it suffices to prove that (X^, t ε (Ο,Τ]) is a gaussian prooess. To learn that it is enough to consider 21-dimensional distributions of the (X t , t (Ο,Τ]). Every 21>dimensional vector (X^, i»1,...,2l) may be obtained as a linear transformation of the veotor (^i'^i-l* Y 2i~Y2i-1 ' i=1,...,l), distribution of which is assumed to be gaussian, henoe the distribution of the random vector (X^, i=1,...,2l) is also gaussian* 2.3. The proof of the characterization theorem Before we begin the proof of Theorem 2.1 let us represent a limit theorem, which is a simple extension of the Lindeberg--ty pe limit theorem for dependent random variables, contained in [6] , to the multidimensional case* That theorem is similar to the limit theorem for martingale differences (see e.g. ia gaussian, for any ^,...^22,· 1»1, such that 0< t 1 < ... <t g1 We determine r 1 ,...,r l >0 and consider the sequence of divisions of the intervale £*21-1·*2ΐ1 1 *2i-1 " *1,0 <1ί 21-1 +Γ 1 " *i t 1 * t i,2 < -<t i,afor i=1,...,l; η 1. The divisions are chosen in such a way that: if η tends to infinity then max (t t jj-^ k-1 ) k«2,...,n * ' tends to 2ero and (t^ ^ -t^ 0 ) remains constant and equals ^ for i«1,...,l. Taking into account the equation between β-algebras Analogously we obtain for i,j«1,... t l η (15) »""on"" Σ " ^i^r^i-l^j-l <+ » η (16) """οη-ϊ ***** "
The formulas (14) t (15) and (16) prove that B.2 is fulfilled. Ad.B.3. Por r-1, n>1 we have for an; i t j»1,.,.,2l
Por r> 2, n>1 and any i,j«1,«..,2l the condition A.2 yields E(z!i , zH ) S" _ J -S8iî , ziî ï . * or nr n,r-1 nr nr Thus B.3 is also fulfilled.
-604 - 
ΙΠ-Οη-1«r<a
In turn, it is equivalent to two conditions (While considering only that oase the proof of the theorem can be simplified, for it is enough to take into aooount only the proeess Y). If A.4.2° holds then Ζ is also gaussian since Xq is a degenerate random variable.
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